Step 1 - Hair
To create hair stands, sew together 2 hair strand pieces.

Step 2 - Goggles

Goggle rim
Main eye piece

Sew goggle rim piece to main eye piece.
Sew eye centre to the middle of the goggle eye piece.

Eye centre

Repeat with second eye

Step 3 - Goggle Strap
Sew front goggle strap piece to front head piece
using the picture as a guide.
Repeat with back pieces.
8 cm

8 cm

Step 4 - Attaching Eye Pieces
Sew goggle eye pieces in places using the picture as a guide.

4.5 cm

5 cm

Step 5 - Mouth
Sew on mouth using the picture as a guide.

4.5cm
9cm
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Step 6 - Arms

Sew line

Sew front right glove piece to the shortest length
of the front right arm piece.
Repeat with front left glove piece and front left arm piece,
back right glove piece and back right hand piece and
finally the back left glove piece and back left arm piece.

Step 7 - Finishing Arms
Pin front right arm and back right arm pieces wrong sides
together. Sew around the outside, leaving a gap for stuffing
with toy filling. Stuff arm and then sew gap closed.
Repeat with front left arm and back left arm.

Step 8 - Legs
Sew a front shoe piece along the shortest length of front
leg piece. Repeat with second front shoe and leg piece
and the two back shoe and back leg pieces.

Step 9 - Finishing Legs
Pin front right leg and back right leg pieces wrong sides together.
Sew around the outside, leaving a gap for stuffing with toy filling.
Stuff leg and then sew gap closed.
Repeat with front left leg and back left leg.

Step 10 - Logo
Sew logo to the centre of the logo background.
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Sew line

Step 11 - Front Straps

Front strap piece

Sew together a front body section to a front strap piece
along one of the longest edges as shown in the picture.

Sew Line

Repeat process with remaining front body section and
front strap piece.

Front body section

Step 13 - Buttons & Logo

Front
body/strap
piece

Front
dungaree
panel

Sew Line

Sew a front body/strap piece along each of
the shortest edges of the front dungaree
panel using the picture as a guide.

Sew Line

Step 12 - Front Dungaree Panel
Front
body/strap
piece

Button

Button

Sew on button and logo pieces as
shown.

Logo

Step 14 - Back Straps

Back strap piece

Sew together a back body section to a back strap piece
along one of the longest edges as shown in the picture.

Sew Line

Repeat process with remaining back body section and
back strap piece.

Back body section

Back
body/strap
piece
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Back
dungaree
panel

Sew Line

Sew a back body/strap piece along each of
the shortest edges of the back dungaree
panel using the picture as a guide.

Sew Line

Step 15 - Back Dungaree Panel
Back
body/strap
piece

Step 16 - Front Dungarees
Sew bottom edge of front dungaree panel section
to the top edge of the front trouser section.

Sew Line

Step 17 - Complete Front Section
Sew bottom edge of front head panel to the top
edge of the front dungaree section.

Sew Line

Step 18 - Back Dungarees
Sew bottom edge of back dungaree panel section
to the top edge of the back trouser section.

Sew Line

Step 19 - Complete Back Section
Sew bottom edge of back head panel to the top
edge of the back dungaree section.

Sew Line
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Step 20- Construction
Pin the front and back sections together placing the hair, arms and legs inside as shown in picture.
Pin hair ends inside

Pin arms inside

Pin legs inside

Pin arms inside

Pin legs inside

Sew around the outside, leaving a gap for stuffing with toy filling. Stuff body and then sew gap closed.
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